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ABSTRACT 
Data transformation, the process of preparing raw data for effec-
tive visualization, is one of the key challenges in information visu-
alization. Although researchers have developed many data
transformation techniques, there is little empirical study of the gen-
eral impact of data transformation on visualization. Without such
study, it is difficult to systematically decide when and which data
transformation techniques are needed. We thus have designed and
conducted a two-part empirical study that comprehensively exam-
ines how the use of common data transformation techniques
impacts visualization quality, which in turn affects user task per-
formance. Our first experiment studies the impact of data transfor-
mation on user performance in single-step, typical visual analytic
tasks. The second experiment assesses the impact of data transfor-
mation in multi-step, complex analytic tasks. Our results quantify
the benefits of data transformation in both experiments. More
importantly, our analyses reveal that (1) the benefits of data trans-
formation vary significantly by task and by visualization, and (2)
the use of data transformation depends on a user’s interaction con-
text. Based on our findings, we present a set of design recommen-
dations that help guide the development and use of data
transformation techniques.

Keywords: data transformation, information visualization, smart
graphics, automated visualization design, user study

 1.  INTRODUCTION
In real-world applications, raw data often are not in a “pristine”
form that is ready to be visualized and viewed by users. In such
cases, the data must be transformed before they can be effectively
visualized. For example, raw data may be noisy and need to be
cleaned to avoid visual distortion [2]. Inherently complex data may
also need to be transformed first (e.g., clustering) to facilitate user
comprehension of the resulted visualization [9]. 

Traditionally, human visualization experts decide when and
which data transformations are needed. They manually select and
apply the needed transformations to a given data set and then cre-
ate a visualization of the transformed data [14]. However, such a
process becomes impractical in meeting the demands of making
information visualization an analytic appliance for the masses [7,
19]. In these cases, average users, who often have limited knowl-
edge of information visualization let alone data transformation,
need to use visualization to analyze massive amounts of data.
Moreover, many real-world applications such as intelligence anal-
ysis require the support of a much more dynamic and flexible pro-
cess, where both the specific analytic goals and the exact data to be
analyzed may be unknown a priori [18, 22].

To meet the challenges described above, we envision a smart
visualization system, which can assist average users who are not
visualization experts in their analytic tasks. Unlike most visualiza-
tion systems, which know the data to be analyzed and the type of
visualization to be used in advance, our envisioned system sup-
ports highly dynamic, interactive visual analysis. Given a user’s
request (e.g., creating a visual summarization of desired data), the
system will dynamically recommend and create visualizations that
are tailored to the user’s analytic context at run time. 

Due to the highly dynamic nature of user interaction, our

envisioned system cannot anticipate specific data sets to be visual-
ized or whether such a data set is suitable for producing a quality
visualization. As a result, the system must dynamically determine
which data transformations may be needed in response to a user’s
request. However, making such a decision is technically challeng-
ing, since a number of potentially conflicting factors may affect the
decision. For example, data transformation such as sampling helps
to reduce data volume and produce a less cluttered visualization.
On the other hand, it may result in the loss of information, which in
turn affects the fidelity of the resulted visualization [12]. More-
over, some transformation operations are computationally costly
(e.g., data clustering). The system must balance the cost and bene-
fit of data transformation, especially in an interactive environment.

To justify and guide our effort in addressing this unique chal-
lenge, our first step is to acquire a comprehensive understanding of
the impact of data transformation on visualization. To the best of
our knowledge, we are unaware of any existing work that can sat-
isfy our needs. We thus have designed and conducted our own
study. We hypothesize that data transformation affects visualiza-
tion quality, which in turn impacts user task performance. There-
fore, our study is designed to examine the impact of data
transformation on user task performance in various visualization
settings. In particular, it answers two sets of questions: 

• How much do common data transformation techniques (e.g.,
data sampling) help users to perform typical visual analytic
tasks? Where do we see the significant benefits (e.g., for a
particular type of visualization) so we can focus on develop-
ing data transformation techniques in these areas to best
exploit the benefits?

• How much do common data transformations help users to
perform a complex visual analytic task that requires multiple
steps? In such a process, whether and what run-time factors,
such as a user’s interaction history, influence the choices of
data transformation? 

To address the first set of questions, we have designed and
conducted an experiment to study the impact of data transforma-
tion on user performance in a set of typical visual analytic tasks. To
answer the second set of questions, we have designed and con-
ducted another experiment to examine the impact of data transfor-
mation on user performance in complex, multi-step analytic tasks.
We report our observations and analyses in both experiments. We
qualitatively and quantitatively assess the impact of data transfor-
mation on user task performance under various visualization con-
ditions. We also discuss the implications of our findings to our own
work and to the wider information visualization community. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we first provide
a brief discussion of related work. We then describe our two exper-
iments, including their design, results, and analyses. 

 2. RELATED WORK
Our work is directly related to research on data transformation for
visualization [2, 18]. Researchers have developed a number of data
transformation techniques to ensure the creation of effective visu-
alization. Chi has summarized data transformations used for a set
of well-known visualizations [5]. To better visualize categorical
data, Ma and Hellerstein have developed a clustering-based
approach to order nominal data [9]. More recently, transformation
techniques such as hierarchical dimension ordering [23] and
1



ranked low-dimensional projections [15, 21] are introduced to bet-
ter organize high-dimensional data for visualization. While learn-
ing specific transformation techniques from these works, here we
systematically investigate the general impact of data transforma-
tion on visualization, in turn on user task performance.

In the information visualization community, researchers have
also designed and conducted many empirical studies. These studies
range from examining specific visualization techniques (e.g., [4, 8,
11, 17]) to evaluating the quality of visualization [10]. There is one
empirical study on comparing specific data transformation tech-
niques that prepare high-dimensional data for visualization [16].
However, we are unaware of any empirical studies like ours, which
comprehensively examine the impact of data transformation in a
wide variety of visualization situations. 

 3. EXPERIMENT 1
Our first experiment was designed to understand the impact of data
transformation on user performance in single-step, typical visual
analytic tasks. Our study quantitatively and qualitatively compared
user task performance using visualizations of transformed and
non-transformed data. The result analyses characterized visualiza-
tion situations where data transformation is most beneficial.
3.1 Design and Methodology

3.1.1 Experimental system
In this comparative study, we employed the ManyEyes platform
for its web accessibility and its support of high-quality visualiza-
tions of diverse data sets [19]. For the purpose of our experiment,
we augmented ManyEyes to include additional visualizations, such
as parallel coordinates [23], to meet the visualization needs
required by our study.

We implemented four most commonly used data transforma-
tion techniques (Table 1): nominal value ordering [9], dimension
ordering [23], data sampling [6], and data cleaning [15]. In addi-
tion to controlling the experimental scope, we limited our study to
these techniques for four reasons. First, these are general transfor-
mation techniques easily applicable to a wide variety of data sets
([2], Chapter 4 in [18]). Second, they represent three distinctive
types of typical data operations: (1) data pattern extraction (nomi-
nal value ordering and dimension ordering), (2) data volume or
complexity reduction (sampling), and (3) data cleaning. Third, it is
easy to implement these techniques and tune their parameters to
suit a specific data set. Fourth, we can use simple data properties to
estimate the usefulness of these techniques for a given data set. For
example, if the volume of a data set is large, the sampling tech-

nique may be useful. The last criterion is especially relevant to our
goal, which is to automate the selection of proper data transforma-
tions for a given data set during a human-machine visual dialog.

3.1.2 Tasks 
To make our study comprehensive yet manageable, we carefully
scope the visualization conditions under which we were to exam-
ine the impact of data transformation. Specifically, we characterize
each visualization condition along two dimensions: the type of task
being performed and the type of visualization being used. As
described below, not only can these two dimensions be rigorously
defined, but their combinations can also cover a wide variety of
typical visualization situations. 
Type of user tasks. Existing work has identified a number of user
tasks that can be facilitated by visualization [1, 3, 13, 20]. Among
these tasks, we decided to focus on three most common types of
tasks to control the study scope but still retain the generality of our
results. These three types of tasks are: look up, comparison, and
distribution. Here are the examples for each type of tasks: 

• Look up: Name the town with the smallest population.
• Comparison: Compare house prices in two cities: New

York and Chicago.
• Distribution: Characterize the twin birth rate over the last

30 years in the U.S.
Type of visualization. Since we aim to help average users in their
tasks, we focused on the use of common visualizations to support
the three types of tasks listed above. We adopted four types of
visualization from ManyEyes (Figure 1), which accounted for
nearly 80% of the usage among the users of ManyEyes [19]. 

To achieve a balanced, within-subject comparison that covers
our entire study space (3 types of tasks, 4 types of visualizations,
with or without the use of data transformation), we designed a total
of 24 (= 3×4×2) independent tasks. These 24 tasks were divided in
12 (=3×4) pairs, each of which included two similar but not identi-

Transformation Definition
Norminal value 
ordering

Order categorical data values by clustering similar 
data instances

Dimension 
ordering

Order dimensions by grouping dimensions with 
high correlations together

Sampling Uniformly sample data by a given ratio
Cleaning Separate outliers based on local outlier factor [15]

Table 1. Data transformations used in our study.

Type 1: Bar graph for value comparison. Type 2: Charts (line graph and stacked graph) for detecting and comparing trend.

Type 4: Map-based visualization. Type 3: Diagrams (scatter plot, parallel coordinates, & network) for depicting data relationships.

Figure 1. Four types of visualizations used in the Experiment 1.
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cal tasks: one to be performed with visualization of transformed
data and the other with visualization of non-transformed data.
Table 2 shows a pair of such tasks and the complete task list is
given in Appendix. For each task, we designed a multiple choice
question for a user to answer (Table 2). 

For each data set in a task, we used the following guidelines
to determine the use of data transformation:

• Use data sampling first if data volume is large.
• Use data cleaning if data appears to be noisy (e.g., the “local

outlier factor” is large).
• Use nominal value ordering if similarity metrics can be eas-

ily defined to cluster data instances. 
• Use dimension ordering if there are more than three data

dimensions.
Based on these guidelines, two transformation techniques were
applied to the data set of task A mentioned in Table 2. 

To avoid biases toward particular data transformation tech-
niques, we made effort to ensure the diversity of data used in our
study. For 24 tasks, we chose 24 data sets from 2,100+ data sets
contributed by more than 1,400 users on ManyEyes. Among the 24
selected data sets, the number of data dimensions ranged from 2 to
16, and the number of data instances ranged from 30 to 27433.
Furthermore, we carefully designed each task to ensure: (1) the
task would be best achieved using a visualization, and (2) the visu-
alization used to help achieve the task was indeed the most proper
one. These criteria helped to eliminate potential biases toward
improper or ineffective use of visualization in our study. 

3.1.3 Participants
We recruited twenty participants. There were twelve males and
eight females. Their ages varied from mid 20’s to early 50’s. To fit
the profile of average users whom we target to help, all our partici-
pants were not visualization experts. They all had some experience
with general visualization tools (e.g., web-based map tools), but
none of them had previous experience with the specific visualiza-
tion tools used in our experiment. 

3.1.4 Methodology 
We used a within-subject comparison methodology. We asked each
participant to perform all 24 tasks. Among the 24 tasks, 12 would
be completed using visualizations of non-transformed data, and the
other 12 using visualizations of transformed data. To avoid poten-
tial biases like learning effects, we permuted the order and condi-
tions of tasks to cover all combinations.

Before each task, a participant was given a profiling question-
naire to indicate his/her expertise level and frequency of using
visualization tools. We gave each participant a 15-minute tutorial,
in which we taught the participant how to use the visualization
tools required by the experiment. 

For each task, the participant was first given the task descrip-
tion and the question to be answered. An interactive visualization
was then given for the participant to perform the task. We recorded
the task completion time, which was counted from the moment
when the participant was given the visualization to the moment
when the participant claimed that the task was completed. To pre-
vent a participant from spending too much time on one task, we
allotted three minutes per task. If a participant failed to complete a
task within the allotted time, we marked the task failed and asked
the participant to move on to the next task. 

After each task, we collected the participant’s subjective feed-
back. First, we asked the participant whether the visualization s/he
just used had helped to achieve the task. The answers to this ques-
tion would help us to understand the baseline—whether the visual-
ization helps at all for the given task. Second, we asked the
participant to rate the usefulness of the visualization that s/he just
used in the task against an alternative visualization on three scales:
better, worse, or similar. If the participant had used a visualization
of transformed data in the task, the alternative visualization would
be the visualization of non-transformed data, or vice versa. We
also asked the participant about the rationale for his/her choice. 
3.2 Results and Analysis 
We quantitatively analyzed the collected data to assess the impact
of data transformation on user task performance using both objec-
tive (task completion time and task error rate) and subjective mea-
sures (participants’ subjective feedback). 
3.2.1 Task completion time 
We first computed the mean task completion time over all tasks
and participants under two settings: with data transformation
enabled and disabled. With data transformation enabled, the mean
completion time was 40 seconds, while the mean completion time
was 89 seconds with data transformation disabled (Figure 2a). The
improvement was 55%. A repeated measure variance analysis
showed that such a difference was statistically significant: F(1,
100) = 141, p < 1e-7.

We then analyzed how various factors might have impacted
the task completion time. An ANOVA test found that both task
type (F(2, 100)=11.4, p<0.001) and visualization type (F(3,

Task Task A Task B
Task type Comparison task Comparison task
Data set 6151 pairs of co-occurred news topics 27433 pairs of co-authorships for top-1000 authors in PubMed 2005 

Visualization

Type 3 visualization (network diagram) Type 3 visualization (network diagram)
Question Indicate which of the following news topics has most co-occurred 

topics: A. school shooting, B. China, C. Iraq, D. suicide bombing.
Indicate which of the authors has most co-authors: A. Chen_SC, B. 
Nakagawa_M, C. Sato_A, D. Kumar_V.

Transformation Data sampling and clustering None

Table 2. An example pair of tasks used in Experiment 1.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Mean and 95% confidence interval of (a) task comple-
tion time, and (b) task error rate with or w/o data transformation.
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100)=33.1, p<1e-7) had influenced the task completion time sig-
nificantly (Figure 3). A post-hoc test further identified that the use
of data transformation had significantly improved the task comple-
tion time in three visualization situations: (1) type 4 visualization
(map) for any type of task, (2) type 3 visualization (e.g., network
diagram) for comparison and distribution tasks, and (3) type 2
visualization (e.g., line graph) for distribution tasks.

To better understand these results, we further examined the
nature of the tasks and the corresponding visualizations used. From
our observations, more difficult tasks like identifying data trend or
distribution often required users to perform more visual explora-
tions before they could reach their conclusions. Complex visual-
izations like diagrams (Type 3 in Figure 1) and maps (Type 4 in
Figure 1) often encoded complex data sets and required users to
spend more time to understand the data. Under these already diffi-
cult conditions, should the non-transformed data (e.g., noisy data)
further decrease the effectiveness of the intended visualization, a
user’s task performance would be severely impaired. In such situa-
tions, data transformations becomes most beneficial, since it
reduces the number of visual explorations needed to complete the
task. This helps explain our above results that data transformation
is more valuable when complex tasks are to be accomplished or
complex visualizations are to be created.

Except the task type and visualization type, our analysis
found that other factors had little impact on the completion time.
For example, the completion time was not affected by the partici-
pants' self-rated expertise level (F(3, 100) = 0.346, p = 0.79) or the
frequency of using visualization tools (F(3, 100) = 1.25, p = 0.29). 

3.2.2 Task error rate
Our second task performance metric, task error rate, measures the
percentage of tasks that the user successfully completed. Our anal-
ysis found that the mean error rate across all tasks and participants
was reduced from 42.1% (without data transformation) to 6.0%
(with data transformation), a 86% reduction (Figure 2b). A
repeated measure variance analysis showed that this improvement
was statistically significant: F(1, 100) = 90.1, p < 1e-7. 

Similarly, an ANOVA test found both the task type (F(2, 100)
= 35.5, p<1e-7) and visualization type (F(3, 100)=13.1, p<1e-7)
had impacted the error rate significantly. A post-hoc test further
identified two visualization situations under which data transfor-
mation had helped to reduce the error rate significantly: 1) type 4
visualization (map) for any type of task; and 2) distribution tasks

(Figure 4). Again, these findings suggested that data transforma-
tion be more useful for difficult tasks and complex visualizations. 

Again, neither the participants’ expertise level (F(3, 100)=
0.387, p=0.76) nor the frequency of using visualization (F(2, 100)
= 0.601, p=0.55) had any significant impact on the error rate.

3.2.3 Subjective measures
Based on the user feedback collected at the end of each task, we
compared the participants’ choices between visualizations with
and without data transformations. 

Our participants overwhelmingly favored visualizations of
transformed data, although they were not aware of the fact when
they made such a choice. Out of 480 trials (24 tasks × 20 partici-
pants), the participants preferred the visualizations of transformed
data in 376 trials (78.5%). Visualizations of non-transformed data
were preferred in 23 trials (4.6%). For the remaining 81 trials
(16.9%), the participants thought the two visualizations were simi-
lar. An ANOVA test showed that task type (F(2, 100)=23.0, p<1e-
7) and visualization type (F(3, 100)=6.15, p<0.001) were the only
two factors that significantly impacted the participants’ prefer-
ences. Whether the visualization was actually used in the task did
not have a significant impact on user preferences (F(1, 100) =
0.74, p=0.39). 

To better understand the rationale behind their preferences,
we further studied the participants’ comments. Based on their com-
ments, users preferred the visualizations of transformed data for
two main reasons: (1) visualizations of transformed data were
more legible and less cluttered, and (2) visualizations of trans-
formed data directly provided needed information that was other-
wise hidden and required much user effort to obtain. 

In more than half of the cases (55% of 376 trials) where users
preferred the visualizations of transformed data, the corresponding
visualizations of non-transformed data were illegible or cluttered.
Here is a comment from a participant after using the map tool (Fig-
ure 5 a1–a2):

“The map [of non-transformed data] was distorted and had
too many occlusions. I couldn’t see the town names under the
houses. I had to guess the names even after zooming in.”
In this case, the distortion caused by noisy data and the visual clut-
ter hid the needed information (i.e., town names). 

In the rest of 45% cases, users indicated that visualizations of
non-transformed data did not provide the needed information and
much user effort was required to obtain the information. The fol-

(a) Look up task (b) Comparison task (c) Distribution task

Figure 3. Mean task completion time in various types of tasks and visualizations.
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Figure 4. Mean error rate in various types of tasks and visualizations.
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lowing comment was on a complex network diagram:
“..., this graph [encoding non-transformed data] was too

dense to see any distribution. I tried to zoom in but it was very dif-
ficult. The system’s response was very slow. It often confused my
zoom [interaction] with selection [interaction]. I guess it was
because of the overlapping [nodes].”

A similar comment was given on interacting with a parallel
coordinates (Figure 5b1–b2):

“The interaction for re-ordering axes was kind of awkward.
So I like the alternative plot [of transformed data]. There I could
find answers without much interaction.”

The above comments indicated that inherent limitations (e.g.,
interactivity and performance) in a visualization tool could make a
task more difficult. In such cases, data transformation is highly
valuable, since a visualization of properly transformed data would
reduce user effort to complete the task. 

Similarly, our participants appreciated visualizations of trans-
formed data if these visualizations helped them to easily derive
data insight. Below is a representative comment on a pair of visu-
alizations like Figure 5 (c1–c2): 

“The alternative plot [of transformed data] was more helpful.
I could immediately see the pattern of distribution. When I was
doing the task [with the plot of non-transformed data], I had to
inspect each town one by one to answer the question.”

Although our participants preferred visualizations of trans-
formed data in 78.5% cases, there were nearly a quarter (22.5%) of
cases where visualizations of transformed data were not favored.
We examined these cases and our findings are two-fold. 

First, inherent limitations in a visualization tool could reduce
the benefit of data transformation. For example, in our study two
line graphs of transformed and non-transformed data were consid-
ered similar. The line graph used in our study was very limited and
only allowed the use of color instead of position to group lines
together. The choices of color were also limited. As a result, it
could not take full advantage of the transformed data. Specifically,
the transformed data produced an ordered set of lines, which could
not be encoded by the line graphs used in the experiment. The
comment from a participant confirmed our analysis:

“The positions of the lines were more important to me. The

color grouping didn’t make much difference. The small contrast of
the colors did not help either.”

Second, the benefit of data transformation was not evident for
very simple visualizations. For example, the bar chart used in our
experiment only supported selection but not zooming. One partici-
pant commented:

“This bar chart [of transformed data] looked better. But there
was only one way [selecting bars] to find the answer. So the two
charts were basically the same for the task.”

We also found explanations for cases where visualization of
transformed data were considered worse. The main culprit was the
loss of information due to transformation. Here is a comment from
a participant on a network diagram showing a set of sampled nodes
and links:

“The alternative graph [of transformed data] had quite a few
isolated nodes. That might be an artifact because the other graph
[of non-transformed data] seemed to be a connected graph.
Although it didn’t affect my answer, sometimes it may confuse peo-
ple. There should be a way to let people know some links were
dropped.”

Finally, we checked participants’ comments for potential
biases toward the possible misuse of visualizations for designated
tasks. Only in 4 trials out of 480 trials (0.83%), two participants
commented that other visualizations or alternative data presenta-
tions like data tables might better help to accomplish the tasks.
Therefore, we felt confident that we had used the proper visualiza-
tions for most of the tasks. 
3.3 Results Summary and Recommendations

Our first experiment demonstrates that standard data transfor-
mations significantly improve users task performance, especially
in helping reduce their task completion time (55%) and task error
rate (86%). Among various factors, the task type and visualization
type are the only two factors that have significant impact on the
usefulness of data transformation. Specifically, data transformation
is more valuable to users when they perform difficult tasks or use
complex visualizations. Users’ subjective ratings and comments
concurred with our findings.

Based on our findings, we make the following recommenda-

Figure 5. Visualizations for 3 tasks. Display (a1) shows a set of houses on map; Display (b1) shows five attributes of a set of colleges; Display 
(c1) shows house prices (Y axis) in a set of towns (X axis). Displays (a1), (b1), (c1) are created using non-transformed data. Displays (a2) is 
created using data after cleaning. Display (b2) is created using data after sampling and dimension ordering, Display (c2) is created using data 

after nominal value ordering.

(a1) (b1) (c1) 

(a2) (b2) (c2) 
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tions that may be used to guide the development and application of
data transformation techniques.
Types of transformation techniques. Our result analyses show
that different transformation techniques have different effects on a
visualization. Based on the data transformation effects observed in
the study, we abstract three types of transformation techniques: 

• Regulatory techniques: clean and normalize data (e.g., out-
lier separation technique).

• Scaling techniques: adjust data volume and complexity
(e.g., sampling technique).

• Organizational techniques: identify inherent structures of
data and organize the data accordingly (e.g., nominal value
ordering technique).

Guidelines of applying data transformation. Our results quanti-
tatively identify that data transformation is more beneficial when
users perform difficult tasks (e.g., distribution tasks), or use com-
plex visualizations (e.g., complex diagrams like parallel coordi-
nates). To best exploit the benefits of data transformation, we
should probably target developing transformation techniques sup-
porting these tasks and visualizations first. Based on the identified
characteristics of these tasks and visualizations, we derive a set of
usage guidelines for data transformation. These guidelines are
based on the ones used in our study but generalized to best exploit
the benefits of various types of data transformation: 

• Use regulatory techniques if data is noisy.
• Use scaling techniques (e.g., sampling) if data volume is

large and the task is not for fine-grained data analysis. 
• Use organizational techniques (e.g., clustering) to extract

inherent structures in data, if the intended visualization is
complex (e.g., parallel coordinates) or the task is to make
data comparisons or examine data distribution/trend. 

• Do not use data transformation if the target visualization
cannot render the properties of transformed data. 

Visualization quality metrics for measuring the benefit of data 
transformation. Our analyses of participants’ visualization pref-
erences suggest how humans judge the quality of a visualization,
in turn the benefit of data transformation. Accordingly, we extract
three features of measuring visualization quality:

• Visual legibility. An effective visualization must be legible.
Data transformation is beneficial, if it helps to produce a leg-
ible visualization. 

• Visual pattern recognizability. An effective visualization
assists users in detecting visual patterns to gain insights.
Users favor visualizations of transformed data (e.g., dimen-
sion ordering) that allow them to more easily detect patterns.

• Visual fidelity. Data transformation may alter data proper-
ties. If not careful, the interpretation of data may be sub-
verted. For example, a connected graph may appear
disconnected after data sampling. To avoid misinterpreta-
tions, data transformation should always try to maintain the
truthfulness of the original data.

These abstracted features provide a starting point for us to develop
computational metrics that formalize the benefit of data transfor-
mation. This is a critical step toward our goal, which is to let a sys-
tem dynamically decide whether and what data transformation is
needed for a given situation. To do so, the system must be able to
computationally evaluate and compare the visualization quality
before and after the use of data transformation. Such information
helps the system to balance the cost and benefit of using a particu-
lar data transformation (e.g., data sampling helps improve visual
legibility but may reduce visual fidelity). 
Interactive data transformation. As indicated in our study, data
transformation may not always be desirable. To ensure user satis-

faction, we also recommend that the system let users be aware of
the transformation used and allow them to control the transforma-
tion if needed. If the users do not like the system-chosen transfor-
mation, they can always change or disable it.

 4. EXPERIMENT 2
Our first experiment examined the impact of data transformation
on user performance in single-step, typical visual analytic tasks.
Our second experiment was designed to study the impact of data
transformation in multi-step, complex analytic tasks. In particular,
we would like to study how a user’s evolving context impacts the
choice and benefit of data transformation.
4.1 Design and Methodology

4.1.1 Experimental system
For the purpose of this experiment, we built a Wizard-of-OZ
(WOZ) system that let a human moderator to respond to a partici-
pant’s analytic request. Given a request, the moderator dynami-
cally chose the desired data set, the type of visualization, and the
needed data transformations. The WOZ system would then create
an interactive visualization for the given data. It supported all four
types of data transformations and a sub-set of visualizations used
in Experiment 1. 

To achieve fast response time, our WOZ system let the mod-
erator use a GUI to quickly specify a data set, visualization type,
and data transformations. For example, given a user request
“houses under $600K”, the moderator would (1) enter a data con-
straint in a GUI constraint box price<$600K, (2) select the map
visualization from a check list of available visualizations, and (3)
select a data cleaning transformation from a check list of available
transformation techniques. The moderator could also customize
the parameters of a selected transformation technique in the GUI.
To assist the selection of data transformations, we implemented
procedures that automatically extract data properties of a given
data set (e.g., data volume and outlier factor). During the study, the
moderator would use the extracted data properties and the chosen
type of visualization to select suitable data transformations.

4.1.2 Tasks 
In this experiment, we studied the impact of data transformation on
user performance in exploratory tasks. In such tasks, users were
asked to explore the data space and find one or more data targets
that meet a set of fuzzy criteria (e.g., cheap houses in good school
districts). We chose to focus on multi-criteria, exploratory search
tasks for two reasons. First, users often need to take multiple steps
to explore the data space and balance the criteria. Thus, a user’s
interaction context plays an important role in such tasks. In this
experiment, such behavior would help us study whether and how
the context may influence the choice of data transformation. Sec-
ond, exploratory search still allows us to objectively compare user
performance (e.g., task completion time and error rate). 

In this experiment, we designed two similar but not identical
exploratory search tasks in the real estate domain. In one task, the
criteria to be traded off for target houses were: 1) large, 2) cheap,
and 3) in good school districts. In the other task, the criteria were:
1) new, 2) expensive, and 3) close to water. We used a realistic data
set obtained from multiple listing services, which included 2000+
houses, 70+ towns, and 400+ schools. The data set covered 25+
distinctive data concepts (e.g., house and city), each with a number
of attributes (e.g., a house has 40 attributes, and a city has 25).

4.1.3 Participants and Methodology
The participants in our first experiment were invited in this experi-
ment. Similarly, we employed a within-subject methodology. Each
participant was asked to perform both tasks described above, one
with data transformation enabled and the other disabled. We allot-
ted 15 minutes for each task and permuted the task order to cover
6



all combinations. 
In each task, a participant was first given a task description. S/

he could then make a request to evaluate any of the three criteria.
However, s/he must use concrete constraints to evaluate a fuzzy
criterion, e.g., using “price<$600K” for the “cheap” criterion. The
participant could evaluate new criteria in the context of or indepen-
dent of his/her previous exploration. For example, s/he might eval-
uate the “large” criterion in the context of “cheap” houses found so
far. The participant could also interact with the generated visual-
ization to examine the retrieved data. 

Each task ended when the participant claimed to have com-
pleted the task or the allotted time was up. The participant was
asked to record the data target(s) found and the rationale substanti-
ating their findings. 
4.2 Results and Analysis
Like in our first experiment, we used the task completion time and
error rate to quantitatively analyze the impact of data transforma-
tion on user task performance. We then examined how run-time
factors, such as a user’s interaction history, had impacted the use of
data transformations over the course of a task. 

4.2.1 Task completion time
In addition to computing the overall task completion time, we ana-
lyzed the time spent at each step of a task. We timed a step from
the moment when a participant was shown a visualization to the
moment when the participant made his/her next request1. Steps
were also indexed by the order as they occurred. These measures
let us study the impact of data transformation on different stages of
a task. An ANOVA test showed that the use of data transformation
(F(1, 92)=55.2, p<1e-4) and the index of a step (F(5, 92)=26.7,
p<1e-7) had significantly impacted the time spent at each step.
Neither the search criterion (F(3, 92)=0.71, p=0.49) nor the task
order (F(1, 92)=0.021, p=0.89) had any significant impact.

Furthermore, we performed a linear regression analysis
between two variables: the time spent at a step and the index of a
step. We examined their relationships in two conditions: with or
without data transformation. The results indicated that data trans-
formation helped to reduce the task time more at earlier steps of a
task (Figure 6a). Our observations and the participants’ comments
provided us explanations to this phenomenon. At the beginning of
a task, the participants were exploring the data space to get an
understanding of the space. In these steps, the participants typi-
cally worked with larger and complex data sets. Consistent with
our findings in Experiment 1, data transformation greatly helped
users in these difficult situations.

We also studied the impact of data transformation on the total
number of steps needed to complete the tasks. An ANOVA test
with a post-hoc test (Figure 6b) showed that the use of data trans-
formation was the only factor that had significant impact on the

number of steps taken: F(1, 32) = 17.0, p < 0.001; and it helped to
reduce the number of steps (mean value) significantly from 4.60
(without transformation) to 3.70 steps (with transformation). 

Finally, we examined the overall task completion time. An
ANOVA test showed the use of data transformation was the only
factor that significantly affected the overall completion time: F(1,
32) = 17.0, p < 0.001. A post-hoc test also showed that the mean
task completion time was significantly reduced from 767 seconds
(without data transformation) to 432 seconds (with data transfor-
mation), amounting to 43.7% reduction (Figure 6c). 
4.2.2 Task error rate
We asked two domain experts who had extensive real estate
knowledge and were familiar with the data set to score the targets
found by the participants. The score was between 0 and 1 depend-
ing on how well the found targets satisfied the given criteria. An
ANOVA test with post-hoc analysis showed that mean value of the
error rate was reduced from 11.0% (without data transformation)
to 3.5% (with data transformation). However, the difference was
not statistically significant (Figure 6d). Compared to Experiment
1, the benefit was also greatly reduced. Based on our observations,
we attributed the reduced benefit to two main reasons. First, in
Experiment 1, the participants had only one shot (one visualiza-
tion) to get the needed information. In contrast, in Experiment 2,
the participants could get needed information from multiple steps.
For example, a participant might not be able to identify certain
town names on a map at one step, but s/he could see the names at
other steps. Second, in Experiment 2 the participants could re-eval-
uate previous criteria if they later found they had made mistakes.
But they could not do so in Experiment 1. In general, regardless
the use of data transformation, Experiment 2 was more forgiven in
terms of affording users’ mistakes during their tasks.

4.2.3 Impact of run-time factors on data transformation
Our second experiment was also designed to examine whether and
which run-time factors might influence the choices of data trans-
formation used over the course of a task. Here, a choice of data
transformation (di), which included one or more transformation
techniques like sampling and cleaning, was made at a user step (si).
In addition, there were three run-time factors associated with a
step: (1) the search criteria used (qi), (2) the type of visualization
used (vi), and (3) a sequence of user steps leading to this step
(seqi)—a user’s interaction history.

To quantitatively analyze the relationships between the three
run-time factors (vi, qi, seqi) and the choices of data transforma-
tions (di), we “normalized” the collected data. We collected a total
of 74 sets of data transformation used, representing seven distinct
choices. We also clustered all 74 sequences (seqi) into six groups
based on their similarity. The similarity between two sequences
were measured from three aspects: (1) the query used at each step,
(2) the properties of the query results (e.g., data volume [6], outlier

1 We excluded steps for timing where empty visualization was generated 
due to the empty data retrieved for a user’s request.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6. a) Time spent at a step. The red solid line is a linear regression for conditions with non-transformed data, and the blue dotted line 
is for conditions with transformed data. b) Mean and 95% confidence interval of number of steps to complete tasks with and without dynamic 
data transformation. c) Mean and 95% confidence interval of completion time with and without dynamic data transformation. d) Mean and 

95% confidence interval of error rate with and without dynamic data transformation.
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factor [15]), and (3) the type of visualization used at each step. 
An ANOVA test showed that all three run-time factors signif-

icantly impacted the choices of data transformation: the user’s
interaction history (F(5, 67) = 12.2, p < 1e-4), the search criteria
(F(2, 67) = 15.2, p < 1e-4), and the type of visualization (F(4, 67)
= 6.40, p < 0.001). We then performed a linear regression test to
understand the contributions of each of the three factors to the
choices of data transformation. Our regression result showed that
the user’s interaction history accounted for the biggest portion of
the variances in the data transformation (32% vs. less than 1% for
other two factors). This confirmed our hypothesis that a user’s
interaction context, especially the interaction history, influences
the choices of data transformation. As a result, data transforma-
tions must be derived dynamically in a user’s analytic context.
4.3 Result Summary and Recommendations
Like Experiment 1, our second experiment verified that common
data transformations significantly improved user performance in
complex tasks. Moreover, it showed that a user’s interaction con-
text significantly influenced the choice of data transformation. 

Based on these findings, we form two recommendations to
guide the use of data transformation in support of complex analysis
tasks. First, the choice of data transformation should be evaluated
at every interaction step, especially at earlier stages of a long task.
As shown in our study, data transformation helps improve user task
performance (task completion time) significantly in earlier stages
of a task. Second, we could leverage the state information (e.g.,
data exploratory stage versus data lookup stage) to guide the selec-
tion of data transformation. For example, data scaling may be use-
ful (e.g., sampling) to provide users with an overview of the data
space at an exploratory stage, but may not be desirable when users
intend to make fine-grained data comparison. 

 5. CONCLUSIONS
Data transformation, like data cleaning and sampling, prepares raw
data for effective visualization. In this paper, we present two com-
parative experiments on examining how data transformation
impacts user task performance in various visualization situations
(e.g., varied tasks and the types of visualization used). Our analy-
ses show that data transformation significantly improves user per-
formance in both single-step and multi-step analytic tasks. The
benefit of data transformation is most significant in difficult tasks
or with the use of complex visualization tools. Our experiments
also conclude that a user’s interaction context dictates the choices
of data transformation. Therefore, data transformations must be
derived dynamically based on a user’s interaction context. 

Based on our findings, we have made several recommenda-
tions to guide the development and use of data transformation to
best exploit its benefit. Specifically, we have identified three types
of data transformation techniques that help to produce a quality
visualization. We have also abstracted a set of guidelines that sug-
gests when and what types of data transformation are most useful.
To systematically assess the benefit of data transformation, we
have extracted three visualization quality measures, the result indi-
cators of data transformation. Finally, we have suggested that a
user’s interaction context, such as the state of a task, be used to
help decide the need and type of data transformation in context. 
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Task ID Task type Data set Visualization Question Transformation
A1 Look up Population of 150 

towns in US

Type 1 (bar chart)

Find the town with the smallest population. Cleaning

A2 Compare A set of houses in 
northern Westchester, 
NY

Type 3 (map)

Use the visualization to compare house tax in Crompond 
and Mt. Kisco.

None

A3 Distribution Time and server name 
of 512 events occur-
ring on 100 computer 
servers.

Type 4 (scatter plot)

From the visualization, mark which of the following is 
true: A. About (1/2) of the servers have events occurring 
in time range [0, 50]. B. About (2/3) of the servers have 
events occurring in time range [0, 50]. C. About (1/3) of 
the servers have events occurring in time range [0, 50]. 
D. None of the above. D. Can not tell.

Norminal value 
ordering

A4 Look up A set of houses in 
southern Westches-
ter, NY

Type 3 (map)

Name the town that is close to Long Island Sound. None

A5 Compare 6151 co-occurred 
news topics

Type 4 (network diagram)

Indicate which of the following news topics has most co-
occurred topics: A. school shooting, B. China, C. Iraq, D. 
suicide bombing.

Sampling & clus-
tering

A6 Distribution 6 attributes of 1304 
colleges

Type 4 (parallel coordinates)

Identify two axes that have the most distinct correlation. None

A7 Look up Number of calls han-
dled by 57 agents

Type 2 (line graph)

Use visualization to identify the agents whose number of 
calls handled is between 100 and 120

Norminal value 
ordering

A8 Compare 6151 co-occurred 
news topics

Type 4 (network diagram)

Indicate which of the following news topics has most co-
occurred topics: A. mass murder, B. the U. S. secrete ser-
vice, C. Pakistan, D. firearm.

None

A9 Distribution Twin birth rate of 
seven ethnic groups 
from 1974-2004

Type 2 (line graph)

Characterize the twin birth rate over the last 30 years in 
US and access which of the following is true: A. The 
trend of Chinese is most different from others. B. The 
trends of Black and White are most similar. C. The rate 
of Mexican has the largest increase. D. The trend of 
Black is most different from others.

Dimension order-
ing

A10 Look up A set of houses in 
Westchester, NY

Type 3 (map)

Use the visualization to identify how many towns are 
along the Hudson River

None

A11 Compare # of bridge problems 
in 6 US states 

Type 2 (stack graph)

Name two states with similar bridge problem trend Dimension order-
ing

A12 Distribution Twin birth rate of six 
groups in last 10 
years

Type 2 (line graph)

Identify the ethnic group that has the most distinct trend 
of twin birth rate change

None

Table 3. Task A1-A12 in Experiment 1
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Task ID Task type Data set Visualization Question Transformation
B1 Look up Population densities 

of 150 towns

Type 1 (bar chart)

Identify the town with the smallest population den-
sity.

None

B2 Compare A set of houses in 
Westchester

Type 3 (map)

Compare house land in Bronxville and Harrison and 
find in which town houses have larger land.

Cleaning & sam-
pling

B3 Distribution Prices of houses in 50 
towns

Type 4 (scatter plot)

Use the visualization to assess which of following is 
true: A. About (1/2) of the towns have houses below 
$500K. B. About (2/3) of towns have houses below 
$500K. C. About (1/3) of towns have houses below 
$500K. D. None of above.

None

B4 Look up A set of houses in 
Westchester

Type 3 (map)

Name the town that is close to the norther county bor-
der.

Sampling

B5 Compare 27433 pairs of co-
authorships for top-
1000 authors in 
PubMed 2005

Type 4 (network diagram)

Indicate which of the authors has most co-authors: A. 
Chen_SC, B. Nakagawa_M, C. Sato_A, D. Kumar_V.

None

B6 Distribution 4 attributes of 2400 
houses

Type 4 (parallel coordinates)

Using the diagram to identify which two of the house 
attributes have the most distinct correlation.

Dimension ordering

B7 Look up Average idle time of 
57 call center agents

Type 2 (line graph)

Identify the number of agents whose average idle 
time 10 and 15.

None

B8 Compare A network of 3112 
computers

Type 4 (network diagram)

Indicate which of the computer has most connections: 
A. node_194, B. node_414, C. node_740, D. 
node_767.

Sampling

B9 Distribution Twin birth rate of six 
groups in last 10 
years

Type 2 (line graph)

Identify the ethnic group that has the most distinct 
trend of twin birth rate change

None

B10 Look up A set of towns in 
Westchester

Type 3 (map)

Identify the number of towns near the north boundary 
of Westchester.

Sampling

B11 Compare # of bridge problems 
in 8 US states

Type 2 (stack graph)

Identify two states with similar bridge problem trend. None

B12 Distribution 27433 pairs of co-
authorships for top-
1000 authors in 
PubMed 2005

Type 4 (network diagram)

Find the biggest author cluster that has most mem-
bers.

Sampling

Table 4. Task B1-B12 in Experiment 1
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